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Word Definition

applause
The act of applauding; praise publicly expressed by the clapping of hands, stamping or tapping of the feet, acclamation, huzzas, 
or other means.

typical Anything that is normal or standard.
vigorously With intense energy and force.
compartment A room, section, or separate chamber that serves a specific function.
mould A hollow form for shaping a fluid or plastic substance; to form into a particular shape.
Championship A competition to determine a winner, especially the final of a series of competitions.
rummage A thorough search, usually resulting in disorder.
dedication A note addressed to a patron or friend, prefixed to a work of art as a token of respect, esteem, or affection.
subtle Hard to grasp; not obvious or easily understood; barely noticeable.
appearance The way something looks; the way which something or someone appears to others.
parcel A package wrapped for shipment.
odour Any smell, whether fragrant or offensive.
loath To detest, hate, or revile someone or something.
knockout The act of making someone unconscious, or at least unable to come back on their feet within a certain period of time.
glistening To reflect light with a glittering luster; to sparkle, glint or flash.
galoshes A waterproof overshoe used to provide protection from rain or snow
disgruntled To make discontent or cross; to put in a bad temper.
dyeing To colour an item permenantly with a powder or liquid.
servants One who is hired to perform regular household or other duties, and receives compensation. 
license A legal document giving official permission to do something; a permit.
spectacularly In a spectacular manner, extraordinarily, amazingly.
circumstance That which attends, or relates to, or in some way affects, a fact or event; an attendant thing or state of things.
complicated Difficult or convoluted; to modify so as to make something intricate or difficult.
argument A fact or statement used to support a proposition; a process of reasoning.
excitement The state of being very emotional, in a positive way.
luminous Emitting light; glowing brightly.
allowance Permission; to grant or concede that someone can do something.
pressure A pressing; a force applied to a surface.

exercise
Any activity designed to develop or hone a skill or ability.
To perform physical activity for health or training.
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therefore For that or this purpose, referring to something previously stated.
astonishment Something very surprising; great surprise.
curtain A piece of cloth covering a window, bed, etc. to offer privacy and keep out light.
troublesome Causing issues or anxiety.
discipline A controlled behaviour; self-control.
expose To reveal, uncover, make visible, bring to light, introduce to.
smudge A blemish or smear, especially a dark or sooty one.
balcony An accessible structure extending from a building, especially outside a window.
prestigious Having importance in the eyes of other people because of doing great things, being in high position, or having wealth.

sacrifice
To offer (something) as a gift to a deity; to give away (something valuable) to get at least a possibility of gaining something else of 
value.

binoculars A hand-held device used to magnify objects so that they can be better seen from a distance, and looked at through both eyes.
lunatic An insane person.
incredible Too implausible to be credible; beyond belief; unbelievable.
gawp To stare stupidly or rudely; to gawk.
tortoise A land-dwelling reptile whose body is enclosed in a shell.
education Facts, skills and ideas that have been learned, either formally or informally.
poltergeist An unseen ghost which makes noises and causes disruption, especially by causing physical objects to move or fly about.

transparent
(of a material or object) See-through, clear; having the property that light passes through it almost undisturbed, such that one can 
see through it clearly.

investigation
The act of investigating; the process of inquiring into or following up; research, especially patient or thorough inquiry or 
examination

Naughty Mischievous; tending to misbehave or act badly (especially of a child).
knack A readiness in performance; a skill or talent at doing something.
puzzlement The confusing state of bewilderment.
referee An umpire or judge; an official who makes sure the rules are followed during a game.
International Of or having to do with more than one nation; between or among nations.
substitute A replacement or stand-in for something that achieves a similar result or purpose.
lecture A spoken lesson or exposition, usually delivered to a group.
relation The manner in which two things may be associated.
gimmick A trick or device used to attain some end.
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furore Uproar; enthusiastic anger.
security The condition of not being threatened, especially physically, psychologically, emotionally, or financially.
forbidden Not allowed; specifically disallowed.
minuscule Very small, tiny.
dungeon An underground prison or vault, typically built underneath a castle.
ancient A person or object that is very old.
spectacles A pair of lenses set in a frame worn on the nose and ears worn to assist sight.
squeal A high-pitched sound, such as the scream of a child, or noisy worn-down brake pads.
responsibility The state of being accountable or to have a duty for something in particular.
gargoyle Any decorative carved grotesque figure on a building, such as a fictional winged monster.

ferociously
Intensely or extremely; particularly violent and aggressive.

effective Having the power to produce a required effect or effects.
scrutinise To examine something with great care.
emergency A situation which poses an immediate risk and which requires urgent attention.
liberation The process of striving to achieve equal rights and status.
whistle To make a shrill, high-pitched sound by forcing air through the mouth. 
gloom Darkness, dimness or obscurity; to look or feel sad, sullen or despondent.
equipment Whatever is used in order to make something or someone ready, such as objects needed for a voyage.
merchandise Commodities offered for sale.
apology An expression of remorse or regret for having said or done something that harmed another.
fabulous Very good; outstanding; glamorous.
triumph A success following an effort, conflict, or confrontation of obstacles; victory; conquest.
petrified Extremely afraid; to produce rigidity akin to stone.
talent A marked natural ability or skill.
innocent Free from guilt or sin; naive.
business A specific commercial enterprise or establishment; private commercial interests taken collectively.
quill The lower shaft of a feather, originally used as a writing instrument.
journey A set amount of travelling, seen as a single unit; a discrete trip, a voyage.
spokesperson A person who acts as the voice of a group of people.
mission A set of tasks that fulfills a purpose or duty; an assignment set by an employer, or by oneself.
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stalactite A mineral deposit, in shapes similar to icicles, that hangs from the roof of a cave.
straighten To put in order; to sort; to tidy up.
grief Cause or instance of sorrow or pain; that which afflicts or distresses; trial.
creature A living being; an animal or (sometimes derogatory) a human.
palomino A horse with a golden-colored coat and a white or cream-colored mane and tail.
ozone A blue gas generated from oxygen by electrical discharge.
delicious Pleasing to taste; tasty.
position A place or location.
presentation A dramatic performance; a lecture or speech given in front of an audience.
stylist An artist who has a particular distinctive style.
professional A person who belongs to a specific field or job; in accordance with usually high standards.
percussion The section of an orchestra or band containing instruments that make sounds when they are struck, such as drums.
sausage A food made of ground meat and seasoning, packed in a casing.
rumour A statement or claim of questionable accuracy, from no known reliable source, usually spread by word of mouth.
director The person in charge of managing a department, project, or production.
union The act of joining two or more things into one; the act or state of marriage.
uniform A distinctive outfit that serves to identify members of a group.
delusional A person suffering from a wrong or incorrect belief.
icicle A drooping, tapering shape of ice.
substance Physical matter; material.
ration A portion of some limited resource allocated to a person or group.
moustache A growth of facial hair between the nose and the upper lip.
squashed To beat or press into pulp or a flat mass; to crush.
serious Without humor or expression of happiness; grave in manner or disposition.

direction
A theoretical line followed from a point of origin or towards a destination. May be relative (e.g. up, left, outbound, dorsal), 
geographical (e.g. north), rotational (e.g. clockwise), or with respect to an object or location (e.g. toward Boston).

voltage The difference in electrostatic potential between two points in space.
fungi A plant, also called a fungus, with a stalk and a cap that looks like a small umbrella. 
berserk Injuriously, maniacally, or furiously violent or out of control.
peculiar Out of the ordinary; odd; strange; unusual.
feather A branching, hair-like structure that grows on the bodies of birds, used for flight, swimming, protection and display.
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appreciation A fair valuation or estimate of merit, worth, weight; recognition of excellence.
reflection The property of an image being thrown back from a surface (such as a mirror); careful thought or consideration.
experimental Pertaining to or founded on a carefully planned test used to discover something unknown.
raspberry The sweet, small, and reddish fruit of a prickly plant.
confederation A union or alliance of states or political organizations.
trolley A cart or shopping cart.
particularly Especially; to a great extent.
dysfunction A failure to function in an expected or complete manner; to malfunction.
ingredient One of the substances present in a mixture, especially food.
positive A thing capable of being affirmed; Something desirable by those interested or invested in that which is being judged.
pewter An alloy of tin and copper that results in a metal with a dark, dull grey colour.
infernal Of or relating to hell, or the world of the dead; hellish.
delicate Easily damaged or requiring careful handling; dainty; sensitive.
identical Something which has exactly the same properties as something else.
emerald A rich green gemstone, highly valued as a precious stone.
alumni A graduate of any gender.
solo A piece of music for one performer.
squashy Easily pressed flat or to have a soft texture.
constrictor A boa, python, or similar snake that kills by squeezing tightly.
basically In a fundamental, essential or basic manner.
marmalade A type of jam made by adding the entire citrus fruit, including the peel, into the mixture and made slightly bitter.
tarantula A species of spider generally characterized by large size, hairiness, and a mildly poisonous bite.
knobbly Having a covering of small knobs.
admirer One who as a high opinion of someone or something.
embarrassment A state of confusion arising from hesitation or difficulty in choosing; humiliation.
octave A musical tone with the same name as another, higher or lower tone. 
disgusted To cause an intense dislike for something.
curriculum The set of courses, coursework, and their content, offered at a school or university.
vapour Cloudy diffused matter such as mist, steam or fumes suspended in the air.
balloon An inflatable buoyant object, often round and flexible.
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invisibility The state of not being able to be seen.
sweltering To suffer terribly from intense heat.
ceremony An official gathering to celebrate, commemorate, or otherwise mark some event.
puncture To pierce; to break through; to tear a hole.
carriage A wheeled vehicle, designed for the conveyance of passengers.
handkerchief A piece of cloth, usually square and often fine and elegant, carried for wiping the face, eyes, nose or hands.
exasperation The act of aggravation; irritation; keen or bitter anger.
furniture Large movable item(s), usually in a room, which enhance(s) the room's characteristics, functionally or decoratively.
dignity The state of being worthy of esteem: elevation of mind or character.
diversion A tactic used to draw attention away from the real threat or action.
parchment Material, made from leather, used like paper for writing.
transfixed To render motionless, by arousing terror, amazement or awe.
transportation The act of moving people or goods from one place to another; a means of conveyance.
audition A performance, by an aspiring performer, to demonstrate suitability or talent.
tureen A broad, deep serving dish used for serving soup or stew.
aeroplane A powered heavier-than-air aircraft with fixed wings.
situation The combination of circumstances at a given moment; a state of affairs.
assignment The allocation of a job or a set of tasks; a position to which someone is assigned.
environment The surroundings of, and influences on, a particular item of interest; the natural world or ecosystem.
attendance The count or list of individuals present for an event.
necessary Required, essential, whether logically inescapable or needed in order to achieve a desired result or avoid some penalty.
philosophy The love of wisdom; a view or outlook regarding fundamental principles underlying some domain.
schedule A plan of when certain actions or events will be carried out.
elementary Relating to the basic, essential or fundamental part of something.
exception Restriction by taking out something which would otherwise be included, as in a class, statement, rule.
philosopher A lover of wisdom; a person who acts calmly and rationally in the face of inevitable change.
spindly For something to have a slender and of weak appearance.
assistant Someone who is helping; lending aid or support.
draught A current of air; a quantity of a liquid with medicinal properties.
ceiling The overhead closure of a room; the upper limit of an object or action.
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ledger A book for keeping notes, especially one for keeping accounting records; a record book, a register.
attitude The position of the body or way of carrying oneself; to express a thought through one's posture, bearing, tone of voice, etc.
unusual Something that is out of the ordinary; an anomaly.
turban A man's headdress made by winding a length of cloth round the head.
boastful Tending to boast or brag.
drawling To move or speak slowly and heavily; to have a dull, slow, lazy manner.
cauldron A large bowl-shaped pot used for boiling over an open flame.
penalty A legal punishment for violating rules of procedure.
nonsense Letters or words, in writing or speech, that have no meaning or pattern or seem to have no meaning.
corporate Of or relating to a collection of franchises.
diagonally In a diagonal manner, not square to any direction.
armour A protective layer over a body, vehicle, or other object intended to deflect or diffuse damaging forces.
porcupine A rodent noted for their sharp spines or quills, which are raised when the animal is attacked or surprised.
quaver To shake in a trembling manner; to use the voice in a trembling manner, as in speaking or singing.
matron A mature or elderly woman; a senior female nurse in an establishment, especially a hospital or school.
chivalry The fact or condition of being a knight; courtesy, respect and honourable conduct between opponents in wartime.
expelled To be forcefully removed or banned from school or another institution.
hygienic Pertaining to the act of being clean; sanitary.
exasperated Having one's patience greatly taxed; greatly annoyed; made furious.
magnificent Grand, elegant or splendid in appearance.
lavatory A room containing a toilet: a bathroom.
kidnap To seize and detain a person unlawfully; sometimes for ransom.
unveil To o uncover; to reveal something hidden.
impersonation The act of copying the appearance and actions of someone; to pretend to be someone else.
vocabulary The collection of words a person knows and uses; the stock of words used in a particular field.
island An area of land, smaller than a continent, totally surrounded by water.
shrivelled To collapse inward; to be wrinkled.

asphodel
Flowering plants with narrow leaves and white, pink, or yellow flowers with six petals; a flower that symbolises peace after death 
and the afterlife.

conscientious Thorough, careful, or vigilant in one’s task performance.
mayor The chief executive of the municipal government of a city; a member of a city council.
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offense The state of being displeased; anger.
possession Ownership; taking, holding, keeping something as one's own.
technique The practical aspects of a given art or occupation; formal requirements.
sequins A sparkling spangle used for the decoration of ornate clothing.
syllable A unit of human speech that is interpreted by the listener as a single sound.
triumphant Celebrating victory.
requirement A necessity; something obligatory. 

musician
A composer, conductor, or performer of music; specifically, a person who sings and/or plays a musical instrument as a hobby, an 
occupation, or a profession.

encore A brief extra performance, done after the main performance is complete.

dormitory
A room containing a number of beds (and often some other furniture and/or utilities) for sleeping, often applied to student 
accommodation.

confetti
Small pieces or strips of colored paper or other material (metal, plaster, etc) generally thrown about at festive occasions, 
especially at weddings and in victory celebrations.

society A long-standing group of people sharing cultural aspects such as language, dress, norms of behavior and artistic forms.
somersault Starting on one's feet, rotating one's body one full circle while airborne or on the ground, with one's feet going over one's head.
fusion The act of merging separate elements, or the result thereof.
defenceless Without defence; undefended.
festoon An ornament such as a garland or chain which hangs loosely from two tacked spots.
doughnut A deep-fried piece of dough or batter, commonly a ring shape, often mixed with various sweeteners and flavourings.
disease An abnormal condition of a human, animal or plant that causes discomfort or dysfunction.
programme A set of structured activities.
arrangement A particular way in which items are organized.
enormous Extremely large; greatly exceeding the common size, extent, etc.
freeloader One who does not contribute or pay appropriately; one who gets a free ride, etc. without paying a fair share.
turret A little tower, frequently a merely ornamental structure at one of the corners of a building or castle.
askew Turned or twisted to one side.
fortnight A period of 2 weeks.

computer
A programmable electronic device that performs mathematical calculations and logical operations, especially one that can 
process, store and retrieve large amounts of data very quickly.

saliva A clear liquid made in the mouth that moistens the mouth, lubricates and breaks down food.
gallery An institution, building, or room for the exhibition and conservation of works of art.
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javelin A light spear thrown with the hand and used as a weapon.

imagination
The image-making power of the mind; the act of mentally creating or reproducing an object not previously perceived; the ability to 
create such images.

awry Turned or twisted toward one side; crooked, distorted, or out of place.
corporal Having a physical, tangible body; material.
gaunt Lean, angular and bony.
mauve A bright purple synthetic colour.
miserable Very bad (at something); causing unhappiness or misery.
detest To dislike intensely; to loathe.
interfering To get involved or involve oneself, causing disturbance.
accountant One whose profession includes organizing and maintaining the financial records of another. 
suspicious Distrustful or tending to suspect.
plough A device pulled through the ground in order to break it open into furrows for planting.
impostor Someone who attempts to deceive by using an assumed name or identity.
disqualified To make ineligible for something.

improvement
Something which is made better; an advancement or growth.

apothecary A person who makes and provides/sells drugs and/or medicines.
allegiance Loyalty to some cause, nation or ruler.
meringue A mixture consisting of beaten egg whites and sugar which is added to the tops of pies then browned.
unbelievable Incredible; so surprising it is almost implausible or improbable.
rhythm The variation of strong and weak of sounds, notably in speech or music, over time; a beat or meter.
commentary A series of comments or annotations; especially, a book of explanations or expositions on the whole or a part of some other work
pompous Affectedly grand, solemn or self-important.
poisonous Containing a substance to be dangerous to touch or ingest.
demerit A quality of being inadequate; a fault; a disadvantage.
queue To put oneself or itself at the end of a waiting line.
nightmare A very bad or frightening dream.
luggage The bags and other containers that hold a traveller's belongings.
availability The quality of being acessible and able to get.
desperate A person in dire need of something; without regard to danger or safety; reckless.
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queasy Experiencing or causing nausea or uneasiness, often characterized by an unsettled stomach.
classical Of or pertaining to established principles in a discipline.

anxious
Having a feeling of nervousness; extremely concerned, especially about something that will happen in the future or that is 
unknown.

anarchy The state of a society being without authorities or an authoritative governing body; disorder.
alcoholic A person addicted to drinks that contain a chemical that can make you drunk.

mountain
A piece of large land rising abruptly, forming a conspicuous figure in the landscape, usually having a small extent of surface at its 
summit.

centaur A mythical beast having a horse's body with a man's head and torso in place of the head and neck of the horse.
treble The highest singing voice (especially as for a boy) or part in musical composition.
marshmallow A soft, spongy candy.

mysterious
Having unknown qualities.
Difficult to understand.

celebrity
A person who has a high degree of recognition by the general population for his or her success or accomplishments; a famous 
person.

principal The person who is head of a school.
enchantment The act of making something magical; a magical spell.
volunteer One who enters into, or offers for, any service of his/her own free will, especially when done without pay.
intimidated To make afraid; to cause to feel fear or nervousness.
banquet A large celebratory meal; a feast.
goblet A drinking vessel with a foot and stem.
concert A musical or dance performance before an audience; recital.
commitment The act or an instance of putting in charge, keeping, or trust; a promise or agreement to do something in the future.
confidentiality The property of being a secret.
chlorine A toxic, green, gaseous chemical element.
inspiration A person, object, or situation which quickens or stimulates an influence upon the intellect, emotions or creativity.
protective Serving, intended or wishing to keep someone or something safe.
guitar A stringed instrument with a long neck and five, six, or twelve strings that are strummed or plucked.


